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GONG XI FA CAI!

It’s the festive season again! We would like to wish everyone good
luck, good health, good cheer and an happy Chinese New Year!

things are common: The love of cars, driving hard, modding, doing the same
laps over and over again to get our fix. And most importantly, happiness!

Well, we couldn’t resist to having a reunion dinner with a good
spread here: The WRX, a MX-5 and a the return of a very nicely done
180SX. On another note, well, the sweet sounding CLA Shooting
Brake from the master of EMMA!

But life as it is, is all about challenges. Each one of us has our own challenge
in life, and everyone has their unique lifestyles. But certain things are common:
We all love cars, and we eventually keep modding, doing the same laps over and
over again to get our fix - we’re going to push REV into a new challenge for 2018.
Watch this space.

January already saw a flying start with grassroots motorsports
starting with events announced like the Traction Circle track days,
API Racing 2018 Sepang track day, Grassroots Autotest, and the
Supersonic Touge Max!. As avid track enthusiasts, we were wowed
at how much fun you can have with a tiny track and a nippy car! It
certainly brought back memories of the Kallang car park rallies.

On an endnote: With the heat largely off our backs for now - and the
attention (mostly) on illegal PMDs, we should not get too complacent and be
fooled into a false sense of security...mod responsibly!
Let’s rock 2018!

More often than not, the biggest part of the local motorsports
events is not the action, it is the company and the gathering of
motoring enthusiasts in Singapore. Until an official body recognizes
this, keeping events closed to one’s private circle is sure to kill it in
the long run, as people will not know of its existence.
The allure of grassroots motorsports isn’t all about who comes
out first. It is simply all about challenges. Each one of us has our own
challenge in life, and everyone has their unique lifestyles. But certain

Signing off,
Krado Low
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BRIDGESTONE ELEVATES STANDARDS IN SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT PRACTICES; LAUNCHES NEW POLICY FOR SUPPLIERS AND PARTNERS

Bridgestone Corporation (Bridgestone), the world’s largest tire and rubber company, today announced a new Global Sustainable Procurement Policy to help identify and
evaluate qualified suppliers, promote best practices, and serve as a communication and improvement tool for the industry. The policy reflects a company commitment
to procurement programming that drives action to realize long-term environmental, social and economic benefits. The policy is applicable to all purchased materials and
services, as well as all suppliers globally.
“Our new policy is a critical step in realizing the Bridgestone Group’s global corporate social responsibility commitment, “Our Way to Serve,” which provides a framework
for how we do business, develop products, and interact with customers and communities,” said Masaaki Tsuya, CEO and Representative Executive Officer, Bridgestone
Corporation. “We recognize our ability and responsibility to drive change and improvements in the ways that industry interacts with the environment and communities
around the world. We expect our suppliers and partners to work with us in pursuit of sustainable supply chains, efforts which are never-ending and which require
collaborations with all industry players, including communicating with the various audiences in order to generate broader public awareness.”
Guided by Bridgestone’s “Our Way to Serve,” the new policy aligns with Bridgestone’s goal of using “100% sustainable materials*” in our products as the long-term vision
by 2050 and beyond. It combines previous company guidelines into a single document that sets minimum requirements to conduct business with Bridgestone, as well as
preferred practices that can contribute to faster realization of sustainable supply chains. As a large user of natural rubber, the policy describes Bridgestone’s expectations
with respect to critical issues within the complex global natural rubber supply chain. An extensive document, the policy addresses four major areas of focus:
Transparency – including traceability and good governance;
Compliance – adhering to laws and regulations in the countries and regions in which Bridgestone conducts business;
Quality, Cost and Delivery (QCD) & Innovation – ensuring high quality materials and services are delivered on time and at reasonable costs, while also pursuing innovative
technologies that support improvements across global communities;
Sustainable Procurement Practices – incorporating environmentally responsible procurement, such as compliance with environmental laws and regulations, respect for
human rights, water use, land use and conservation, health, safety, disaster prevention and resilience.
During the development of the final policy, Bridgestone gained insights from external stakeholders, including international consultants, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), materials suppliers, natural rubber farmers, and key customers to ensure the policy is thorough, reflects industry standards and best practices, and is supported by
an effective implementation and communication plan.
The policy will be implemented, governed and enforced regionally. As an immediate first step, Bridgestone will prioritize working closely with its employees, suppliers
and customers and other industry experts to implement the policy. Over the next 18 months, Bridgestone will work with its suppliers and partners to ensure that they
have received the policy and understand it. Following acknowledgment of the policy, suppliers will then receive a self assessment questionnaire. Bridgestone is currently
developing an additional supplier assessment for the traceability of natural rubber and will be working to partner with the industry and other qualified experts to help
support ongoing monitoring of supplier compliance.
Bridgestone is committed to working with additional external stakeholders, including universities, industry associations and NGOs, to continually review feedback which
will be valuable for subsequent enhancements and revisions to the policy.
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SONY GIVES CARS NEW SIGHT TOOLS
Sony Corporation announced the release of a back-illuminated, time-of-flight
(“ToF”) image sensor which is 1/2-type, VGA resolution and it delivers improved
depth sensing performance. Sony will start shipping sample units in April 2018.
The new sensor is part of Sony’s DepthSense™ lineup, a group of depth-sensing
image sensor products with range finding capability, and it is the first product in
the lineup to adopt a back-illuminated ToF configuration.
Sony’s high-capability image sensors give cars the gift of sight in this new
demonstration showcasing the possibilities for contributing to the advent of fully
autonomous driving. As demand rises for technology that allows automobiles
to detect their surroundings in 360-degrees during various driving situations,
Sony’s advanced image sensor technology can capture information about its
environment faster, more accurately, and more precisely than the human eye.

Compact sensors that can provide accurate depth maps are used for various
applications such as gesture recognition, object recognition, and obstacle
detection, as well as for robotics and drones that require autonomous operations,
or virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality systems, for which market
expansion is anticipated. The small size of the new product was achieved thanks to
development of a 10µm square pixel, with highly accurate distance measurement
performance from close to far distances, which can be used in a wide range of
applications in these fields.
Additionally, because this sensor captures depth maps for each frame, it enables
image capture at a higher frame rate than when using a laser to scan the object for
distance measurement. This reduces distortion of moving subjects in depth maps.

DRIVE AN AUDI FOR S$76
Ever got the itch to drive a luxury car, but didn’t want to be tied down
for 10-years, road tax, COEs and the whole shebang?
If that luxury car is an Audi, then you’re in luck: Singapore is the fourth
place in the world (after Munich, Hong Kong and San Francisco) to get
Audi On Demand, which it announced at the Singapore Motorshow
2018.
Audi doesn’t term it a car rental, but rather a ‘premium mobility
service’, it’s marketed as ‘Own the experience, not the car’ i.e. a way to
experience the brand’s various flavour of car for anything from four
hours to 28-days at a time.
“Audi on demand is about personal mobility. We want as many people
as possible experience the Audi brand in the most flexible way possible,”
says Jeff Mannering, the managing director of Audi Singapore.
The kicker is that you don’t even need to be an Audi customer or owner
to enjoy the service, as the Audi On Demand FAQ states, “Anyone over
the age of 23 in possession of a driving license valid under the laws
of Singapore with 2 years of driving experience can use the Audi on
demand service.”
The vehicles can be driven in Malaysia, though you should note there’s
a daily mileage restriction of 150km per day, above which you’ll pay $1k
per kilometre, so a run up to Penang might cost more than you think.
Child seats are no extra charge, smoking is not allowed, but pets (in
carriers) are. For more information, visit the Audi On Demand Singapore
website (www.sg.audiondemand.com)
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EZ-LINK EXPANDS
EZ-PAY TO CAR
PARKS
EZ-Link Pte Ltd, Singapore’s largest issuer of CEPAS-compliant cards, has expanded
the acceptance of EZ-Pay to car parks, making it the first completely free postpaid card-less payment service for Electronic Parking System (EPS), in addition to
Electronic Road Pricing (ERP), in Singapore.
Jurong Point Shopping Centre, Great World City and Tanglin Mall are the first three
malls to accept EZ-Pay at their car parks. Since 1st February 2018, motorists can enjoy
a seamless experience of driving to and parking at these malls, without the need to
top up or insert a stored value card into their In-vehicle Unit (IU).
Launched in August 2016, EZ-Pay is an account-based service that guarantees
there are always sufficient funds for ERP, and now EPS charges. It works by enabling
payments to be charged directly to a Citibank or DBS/POSB card with no service or
administrative fees.

PANASONIC AND TREND
MICRO PARTNER FOR
CAR SECURITY
Panasonic Corporation and Trend Micro Incorporated, today announced a
partnership to jointly develop cyber security solution to detect and prevent
cyber-attacks against autonomous and connected cars.
The partnership aims to achieve high security of autonomous and
connected cars by developing solution to detect and prevent intrusions
into Electronic Control Units (ECUs)*1 that control driving behavior such as
acceleration, steering and braking, as well as in-vehicle infotainment (IVI*2)
devices including automotive navigation systems, and telematics*3 devices.
The risks of hackers taking control of steering and braking systems in
connected cars are real. New security vulnerabilities are discovered
every day and they pose a risk for remote exploitation. It is therefore
more important than ever to not only implement security measures in
each vehicle but also to analyze new attacks by constantly monitoring
in-vehicle systems from the cloud and utilize the results to implement
countermeasures against cyber-attacks to all vehicles.
This partnership will leverage Panasonic’s Control Area Network (CAN)
intrusion detection and prevention technology*4 and Trend Micro IoT
Security. Panasonic’s technology will be able to detect any unauthorized
commands sent to ECUs that control driving operation, while Trend Micro
IoT Security*5, which utilizes Trend Micro’s global security intelligence
and expertise such as malware*6 analysis, will be implemented on IVI
devices such as automotive navigation systems to detect attacks that seek
to exploit vulnerabilities through the internet. Through this partnership,
events identified by both technologies will be collected and sent to an
analysis platform in the cloud to detect and block suspicious traffic.
The overall development will enable the provision of solution including
in-vehicle and cloud systems to prevent cyber-attacks against autonomous
and connected cars. Panasonic and Trend Micro will be working jointly on
the development and aim to launch commercially after 2020.

“The expansion of EZ-Pay acceptance to car parks demonstrates the potential
of account-based payment service in bringing about convenient and secured
e-payments to motorists,” said Mr Nicholas Lee, Chief Executive Officer, EZ-Link Pte
Ltd. “It is an exciting start to the future of motoring, as we continue to work with our
partners to expand EZ-Pay to other car parks in Singapore and to other motoring
applications.”
EZ-Pay customers can conveniently check records of both ERP and EPS transactions
by logging in to their EZ-Pay accounts or referring to their monthly credit card
statements. Besides these three malls and LTA carparks, motorists will be able to use
EZ-Pay for car parks across the island in the future, as EZ-Link progressively rolls out
its acceptance.
To obtain an EZ-Pay account or for more information on EZ-Pay, please visit: home.
ezlink.com.sg/ezpay. Registration is free.
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Who says there can only be One? A Singapore-style Cars of 2017
So I was having a quick think about fruits the other day: durians, kiwifruit, oranges, nangka and
jambu, i love’em all, and a lot more besides. And equally too at that, so I wouldn’t think it fit to
compare the different fruits to crown one ‘king’, well, notwithstanding the fact that durian is often
referred to as such, but that’s a whole’nother story... You can probably draw the same analogy
with food – it’s all good from hawker fare to haute cuisine, and I’ll gladly gobble down Prawn Mee
alongside Michelin porn, and see no contradiction in lovin’em both.
If you see where we’re going with this, you’ll be able to better appreciate what we’re doing with this
Singapore-style Cars of the Year, and no, the ‘s’ isn’t a typo. So no, there isn’t a single winner to rule
them all, nor are they arranged in any specific order of greatness.
Why not? Wouldn’t that just be comparing apples to oranges to durians? Of course, you can split
hairs and give awards to the prickliest durian or the reddest apple or the juiciest orange. However, it
starts to get ridiculous when you create awards to stick fruits into, and we all know there’s no good
ending when you start sticking fruits into places they don’t belong...
In uninspiring years, we had as few as five Cars of the Year, and good years see up to nine. How do
we arrive at the list? No votes, no limits, no categories, and it certainly isn’t something a brand can
buy into. So who won? They all did!
In alphabetical order, our list for the 2017 Cars of the Year
1) BMW M760Li xDrive
2) Honda FK8 Civic Type R
3) Infiniti Q60 Red Sport 400
4) Land Rover Discovery 5
5) Lexus LC 500
6) McLaren 720S
7) Porsche 911 GT3
I’ve distilled the essence of my Cars of the Year to that “Eureka!” moment of epiphany that hits when
you’re driving something special. Despite what some people (mistakenly) believe, it’s never about
the price-tag. Neither is it about outright speed or abstract performance figures alone – rather it is
that emotional high that comes from a truly engaging drive.
For instance, the 720S first took my breath away when I was dive-bombing squirrels and other
woodland critters as I attacked B-road corners with gusto in the UK. Putting more mileage on
the McLaren only served to demonstrate how down-to-earth it could be, even if its looks and
performance were out of this world.
In the Disco 5, the moment hit me when I was staring almost straight up into the clear blue skies
above Utah as the behemoth scrabbled (and I blanched) its way up a slippery rock wall that we had
to clear before checking into the Amangiri resort. Considering how some brands regard anything
unpaved as “off-road”, it’s heartening to see that Land Rover still puts its money where its mouth is.
In the GT3, it was the last 2000rpm push from 7000 to a screaming 9000rpm that gave us the
heebie-jeebies, and the car is perfect in both the 6spd manual and 7spd PDK. Porsche’s nat-asp
4.0-litre is an engineering wonder, especially since legislation is taking the joy out of such machines.
We grew up with the best of Honda’s JDM nat-asp Type Rs, and didn’t think a turbo would do it
any favours. The FK8 sees a return to a proper multi-link rear suspension and single-mass flywheel,
and in spite of the tsunami of low to mid-range torque, remains as fast and as furious to drive as its
predecessors.
Naturally, there have been similar ‘lightbulb’ moments with the remaining three Cars of the Year, but
I must admit that finding that special something gets harder each year.
Of course, everything has to result in a grand show right? For that we put together a show for all
auto enthusiasts to gather and check out the cars in the flesh. We call it… “Top Gear Unplugged”.
Rather than just a static display, we also lined up several cars from Land Rover, BMW, Lexus, Infiniti
and Kia that everyone could go out for spin (under the watchful eyes).
Test drive over, everyone could settle down for a sizzling dinner spread, served with a delightful
dash of the super smooth beer from our official sponsor, Hite Jinro Singapore as we announced the
unveiling of the COTYs for 2017.
No show would be complete without booths that showcase some of the best automotive names
- from car grooming, paint protection and related accessories - it is one of the best shows we have
ever pulled off!

COVER CAR
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Nissan 180SX
Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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ENGINE
850hp on VP MS109
HKS 2.2 liter stroker kit
HKS Stage 3 head
HKS 1200cc injectors
HKS 2835 Pro R Turbocharger
HKS Intercooler
HKS Blow Off Valve
HKS Wastegate
Blitz radiator
Lincoln Mark VIII electric fan
Sard Fuel Regulator
Denso Iridium spark plugs
Custom exhaust
HKS Fcon V-pro Engine Management
PPG gear set H pattern
Drive Shaft Shop aluminium drive shaft and prop shaft
Nismo Coppermix Clutch/Flywheel kit
Nismo 2-way LSD
UNDERCARRIAGE
HKS HiperMax D suspension
Drift Works Front and Rear knuckle Kit
Project Mui drift brake kit
Cusco Tower Bar Front and Rear
Cusco Stabiliser
Cusco Tension Rod
Cusco Link & Arms
Ikeya Formula Tie Rods
HKS 2-way Caster Camber Kit

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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INTERIOR
HKS Race Meters
Bride Bucket Seats
Takata 5 Point Harness
HKS F-Con V Pro
C’s Short Stroke Shifter
HKS EVC Boost Controller
Cusco Roll Cage
Aim meter
Bride seats
Nardi Steering wheel
Hydraulic handbrake
custom roll cage
ATL fuel cell
CF door panels
EXTERIOR
Origin front rear bumper and side skirt
Koguchi Power wide body front and rear fender
Garage BB GT wing
Gram Lights 57D
Seibon CF trunk

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.

APi Racing “Metallica Red” Brake Kit
Supersize your braking performance with rotor
sizes ranging from 356mm to 405mm, one can
choose between street-oriented or high temp
track-oriented brake pads. The sizes of the pistons
are varied to give better distribution of the braking
load on the pads and the rotors and improves
the braking feel as well as wearing the pad more
evenly. Now available in an eye-catching fully
anodised “metallica red” finish with a polished face!

2.

MST Performance
Turbo Muffler Delete

Replacing the quiet factory muffler with
a straight, uninterrupted piece, this forms
an uninterrupted airflow for the turbo.
This will improve the turbo response
and deliver more power, accompanied
with an intoxicating sound of the turbo
spooling. Available for third-generation
EA888 engines.
Monster Tune - 8333 1487

BMS Motorsports Pte Ltd - 6483 1810

3.

4.

Enkei
NT03RR

D2 Racing
Coilover

D2 Racing performance suspension
products consist of different coilover
models that cover everything from
street to rally racing vehicles. They
offers one of the world’s largest
variety of coilovers for any car brand
and/or model. TUV approved and
fully tested for reliability and safety.

An Enkei Racing legend has received an RR
makeover with Enkei’s latest M.A.T Dura II
flow forming technology which improves
rim rigidity over the original NT03+M. The
wheel’s brace ring evenly distributes stresses
on spokes to help rim rigidity even further,
giving NT03RR superb cornering and
steering response capabilities. Available in
three finishes, 17 and 18-inch sizes, a variety
of bolt patterns and concave profiles.

D2 Coil Over Singapore - www.
facebook.com/D2CoilOverSingapore

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

5.

Remus
Responder

The Remus Responder improves throttle
response by means of modifying the accelerator
pedal output signal. The Responder attaches
between the OEM pedal sensor and the OEM
connector, ready to use in seconds due to plug &
play technology. 4 individual user selectable and
adjustable performance settings allow drivers to
select according to their own preferences.

6.

Owen Developments
Turbochargers

It’s not hard to ‘OD’ on Owen Developments-tweaked
turbochargers because of the
addictively seamless response.
It’s less about big boost numbers
and even bigger lag, but more
about the low-lag characteristics
of the brand’s turbochargers. Owen
JW Racing Developments www.jwr-racing.com

Fong Kim Exhaust System Pte Ltd - 6844 4281

7.

FTP Motorsports BMW
Aluminium Pipe Kit

Increasing flow and improves the reliability
of your turbo BMW. The mandrel bent
aluminum pipe replaces the brittle factory
plastic pipe which can fail under increased
boost pressure. These are designed to
reduce turbulence and maximize flow
into the engine. The entire kit includes the
boost pipe and charge pipe.
Maximus Racing Pte Ltd
– 6250 1198

8.

OWS Racing Gear
Extreme SAE 75W-90

This high performance gear oil with OWS
synthetic technology, is for use in passenger cars
with 4-5 speed transmissions and transaxles.
Also for the use in gearboxes and auxiliary drives
in commercial vehicles and motorcycles. Use
this multigrade oil in place of single grade oils in
accordance with API GL 4/5 (SOW 80W, 85W-90).
OWS - www.ows-germany.com
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GADGETS & GIZMOS
1.

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

Skunk2
Gear Knob

2.

This is machined from high-quality, billet
stainless steel and features a PVD titanium
coating that’s designed to resist scratching
and wear. Made from stainless steel featuring
a gun-metal finish, each shift knob is customweighted to 440 grams for smoother, more
positive shifting.

Nothing ruins your day like a car with a dead
battery. Delphi is made with a special alloy formula
for long life and better performance with top
quality mat separators for short circuit prevention.
This maintenance-free battery features “Ca-Ca”
technology, for high reserve capacity and high
cranking capability. With a heat-sealed vented
cover that reduces self-discharge, it will be part of a
great start to your everyday.

Driven Asia-Pacific Pte Ltd – 6744 4484

3.

WD-40
Specialist Dry
Lube PTFE

Lubricate and provide superior long-lasting
corrosion protection with no oily residue
with just a spray. It dries quickly and resists
dirt, dust and oil. It can reduce friction and
wear on blades and bits, door and window
tracks, slides, conveyor belts, rollers, hinges,
power tools and equipment. It is also ideal
for releasing molded parts.
PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6233

5.

Delphi Premium
Battery

Unicla – 6844 2860

4.

Yokohama
BluEarth RV-02

Designed exclusively for Premium MPV/SUV vehicles,
these tyres provide optimum safety and comfort as well
as enhanced fuel efficiency. With a profile adopted from
the ADVAN Sport V105, this tyre improves stability with
reduced wobble, and built to resist uneven tread wear.
The tread design boasts superior quietness and handling
qualities while ensuring solid braking performance in all
weather conditions.
YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

6.

VP Racing
SureCan

Sprint
Booster

A stock e-throttle system is designed for a smoothness
and fuel economy while Sprint Booster makes your car
more “fun” to drive by modifying the throttle curve in
the low to mid rpm range where cars spend a majority
of their time. As a result, your car will feel peppier and
more powerful.

With the patented spill proof technology, a
rotating nozzle and thumb release trigger,
fuel dispensing will be a safer and cleaner
affair. Other features include self ventilation,
comfortable grip, and durable design. Other
features include a Child-Proof Fill Cap and Spout
Cap and this is EPA, CARB, DOT and Canada UL
Certified. 5 gallon capacity is now available with
2.5 gallon due next year.

Fong Kim Exhaust System Pte Ltd – 6844 4281

Best Chemical Co Singapore - www.best-chemical.com

7.

Lambda
Spa

A new service provided at ACMA. It consists of a
three-step process which starts with the Oil Primer
Super Booster, which cleans engines, manual
gearboxes and differentials. Next, an Oil Extra Super
Booster enriches the engine’s lubricating oil by
further reducing friction and neutralising crankcase
acids. Finally, the Tank Otto Super Booster treatment
removes deposits from the fuel system.
ACMA Engineering Works &
Trading - 67107654

8.

OWS
Radiator Flush

The OWS radiator flush will clean away all rust and lime
deposits, as well as oil, sludge and grease impurities in
the cooling system. Restoring the full efficiency of the
engine’s cooling system is as easy as pouring it in before a
coolant change! It is 100% safe for all materials including
plastics, metals and rubber that one may find in the
cooling system. It contains no aggressive acids and lye.
OWS - www.ows-germany.com
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retty cruddy weather in the middle of January,
when our office hotline pinged was pinged
with news of a very sleek NA Miata being
let loose. How can one say no to feature the
world’s favourite roadster?
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As the skies continued to pour on, the only decision to
bring the MX-5 indoors was to shoot it without getting
our camera lights and lenses wet. Rain however,
refuses to faze this MX-5, arguably a legend on the
road after 2 COE cycles. While the ND grabs headlines
today, the first generation, NA MX-5 is still a highly
sought after car around the world.
Despite having a smallish 1.6-litre engine, acceleration
was well under 10 seconds and it felt much more
energetic and engaging to drive than cars with
double, or even triple the horsepower. Ahh, how good
cars are in the past…
This “Miata MX-5 Eunos” owner enjoys driving his car
slow, as well as driving it hard. As first impressions
go, this example is classy - yet not too blingy. Cleanly
detailed, this ride has always, always, always been kept
extremely clean.

Come Rain O

r S h i n e , M X-

In order to pep up the fun factor, the engine is helped
with a nicer throttle response is much improved after
the stock block was upgraded with lighter pistons,
conrods and stronger valve springs to prevent “valve
float” that might occur with a highly rev-happy engine.
Bigger throttle body for a less restrictive airflow, with
upgraded injectors fill in the last spots to keep the
engine well fed with the two basic necessities for
power. Not forgetting the “heart of the heart, the oil
pump was even upgraded to ensure that the lubricant
is continually being circulated through the engine at
any RPM, under any conditions.
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5 Time

Mazda MX-5 Miata

It may not seem like one, but being a track day regular,
the unblemished exterior hides a variety of cooling
upgrades, from radiator to fans. From his many hours
of research on various Miata groups and forums
worldwide, even the coolant flow path was tweaked
to maximize the effectiveness of the cooling upgrades.
Most cars can get away with a giant radiator upgrade,
but in the cramped engine bay quarters of the MX-5,
one can only make the best of the space.
The suspension was overhauled - starting from
the chassis itself. A couple of reinforcement bars
and beams were added to the flex points to keep
the geometry stable, before the owner considered
the installation of the coilovers. Without wanting
to sacrifice the daily drivability, a mild drop was
performed to the very limits of the factory suspension
setting allowance.
A more subtle hint that this car sees hard track
duties? The Project Mu 4 Pot, with matching floating
slotted discs up front, upgraded rear brake pads, and
lightweight period-perfect Rays 57V wheels shod with
fat n’ meaty AD08R rubber.
On the interior front, the plush seats made way for
nice body hugging buckets - and a classic style Nardi
wheel.On the days when he’s not chasing seconds, the
hard top keeps in the vibes of great-sounding sound
system, consisting on a Pioneer receiver, DLS two-way
speakers and compact sub.
As far as NAs come by, most of them will have a great
transformation story behind each car. This one isn’t
an exception and we are glad that MX-5 enthusiasts
continue to press on in Singapore!

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

8
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8

8

8

ENGINE
Stock Mazda Mx-5 Iron block
Forged Wiseco 84mm pistons
Forged Carrillo Conrods
Supertech Miata Valve Springs
ARP Stud Heads
Skunk2 Throttle Body
Deatschwerks 450cc Injectors
Blue Printed Oil Pump w. billet gears
Link G4 Storm
Trackspeed Dual Pass 76mm Core Radiator
Custom re-routed radiator housing
SPAL 14” fan
K&N Typhoon Kit with intake ram air slot

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

PURE JOY

Overly meticulous? This car has an engine bay cleaner
than most cars, and will put all, but the newest cars on
the road to shame. Mind you, this is a car that is driven
regularly as well. Rainy days? Nothing to fear with the
hard top in place, although it is a little of a fun time
when the owner is out enjoying the breeze and then
spotting a gathering of storm clouds - but this is what
the car has always been about. Fun, and fun with the
fun.

UNDERCARRIAGE
Xiada Gen 2 Dual Spring System Coilover
FSR 700in/lb
RSR 400in/lb
4.4 Final Drive
Cusco 1.5 Way LSD
Project Mu 4 Pot, floating slotted disc
MX-5 NB rear brake
Rays Gramlights 57V 15” 7.5J
Advan AD08R 205/50R15
INTERIOR
Original MX-5 Hard Top
Original Eunos emblems
EXTERIOR
Nardi Torino Classic
Lotus Elise Probax Seats
Pioneer 380BT
DLS Component 2 way speakers
Pioneer 10inch active sub

YOKOHAMA NEW BREED

EVENT

A

s cars manufacturers continually strive to deliver
a quieter motoring experience for the masses,
every aspect of the car has been built around
delivering a quieter drive experience for the driver and
occupants of the car. They call it “NVH” - Noise, Vibration
and Harshness reduction, which does translate many
hours of design and material engineering.
Tyres on the other hand, are the main source of road
noise, usually generated by the thread coming into
contact with the road. This is where tyre manufacturers
continually strive to develop new designs that fight off
the noise monsters.
The development of Yokohama tyres is a worldwide
effort, with tests conducted in Japan, Europe, the US
and more recently, Asia. The Yokohama Tyre Test Centre
of Asia, completed in 2009, was the venue for the
Yokohama Advan dB V552 Test Drive event.
The Advan dB V552 premium comfort tire is the latest
addition to Yokohama’s global flagship brand: Advan.
It is currently available in 24 sizes, ranging from
265/35R18 97W XL to 155/65R14 75H, with a planned
expansion of available tire sizes.
This premium comfort tire that was developed based
on the concept of “an unprecedentedly silent tire that
changes the in-car atmosphere.” Yokohama claims
to have started from a clean sheet during the tyre’s
design, and improved the tire’s wet grip performance
and fuel efficiency with a new compound with
increased dispersibility of silica.
To prove the new tyre’s performance, Yokohama had

set up several stations, each designed to highlight the
strengths of the tyre. First up was the wet braking and
handling circuit, where we were told to accelerate up
to 80km/h and hit the brakes hard to get a feel of the
tyre’s grip in both dry and wet conditions. Following
which, a fast slalom through a wet circuit, with standing
water at 50km/h (we tried to go faster, of course!). This
was followed by a dry lane change and a quick u-turn
for a feel of dry handling and grip.
The second station was about the quietness of the tyre.
Utilizing two similar Toyota Camrys, we got into the first
car fitted with the older V551, the other with the V552.
The first part of the track was smoothly paved, in order
to demonstrate thread pitch noise. The return leg of
the circuit was rougher, designed to mimic an average
road condition. In both tests, the V552 demonstrated a
noticeably quieter thread pitch noise than the V551. In
the actual road condition demo, the V552 edged ahead
at soothing the aggressive cabin droning noise of the
road surface to a more pleasant level.
Of course, the quietest tyre wouldn’t be very good for
road use if it doesn’t deliver a dependable grip level. For
that, the last station we visited was a wet skid pad and a
dry handling circuit. On the skid pad, we were given the
task of trying to go around as fast as we could on two
different tyres, the V551 and the V552. On the V551, we
managed a top speed of about 51km/h, while the V552
could easily maintain a higher speed of 56km/h and felt
more communicative at the limits of grip.
The last station was arguably pushing the new V552
tyre to the limit, which is a special test course filled with
tight corners on a sweeping road, akin to nice B-roads
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you would find in a typical Asian countryside. The car
was a Mercedes-Benz C-class hybrid, which added
an extra element of fun with its instant-torque RWD
configuration.
Fitted with the V552 tyres, we could push this hefty
sedan around the tight corners with free abandon.
Approaching the limits, the tyres exhibited a very
progressive breakaway characteristic. Even with a
heavy sedan, the steering response to directional
changes were sharp, and highlights the new design
that that Yokohama put in the V552 sidewall to aid in
enhancing the rubber contact with the road, and in
turn, improve the grip and handling behaviour.
As a parting gift to all the participants, Yokohama
organized a small gymkhana challenge for everyone,
in a Civic 1.6 equipped with a sporty member of the
Advan family, the Fleva V701. Everyone had their go in
crushing lap times - with the Malaysian and Hong Kong
journalists proving their supreme driving skills and
finishing on the podium.
In all, the Yokohama Advan dB V552 has the qualities
of a premium comfort tire in the company’s global
flagship brand which epitomizes “Yokohama’s Pursuit of
Driving Pleasure”. The high-performance Advan family
includes the Advan Sport V105 and our favourite, the
Advan Neova AD08R street sports tire.
Yokohama Tyres are exclusively distributed by YHI
Singapore. For more information of Yokohama’s
extensive range of tyres from passenger cars that cater
for different market needs, please visit www.yhi.com.sg
or “YHI Singapore” on Facebook.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW
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Subaru Impreza WRX GHE

P

ossessing all-round capabilities that include the skill and grace to dance,
yet delivering blows akin to that of a heavyweight boxer is often not
easy to chance upon. Fuji Heavy Industries revolutionary move away
from the traditional sedan look for its STi variant with a mean-looking fivedoor hatchback.
The third generation WRX STi is truly a unique machine. With the hatchback
variant being its first representative and the sedan variant released shortly
afterwards, many have fallen in love with its one-of-a-kind design that makes
one take a second glance, while remaining loyal to its boxer roots
Masters of turning sporty street cars into track monsters, BMS Motorsports
introduced a wide variety of forged engine parts into the boxer heart, as well
as an assortment of cooling upgrades for engine longevity. Fuel starvation
woes are wiped off with bigger fuel pump that heartily supplies the engine
with abundant fuel flow through a SARD fuel regulator which properly
manages the much-needed fluid going into 750cc Deatschwerks fuel injectors.
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As with all turbocharged rides that run much hotter than their naturally
aspirated counterparts, engine temperature is always an issue. Hence, doing a
better job of keeping water temperatures stable is the job of a thick, enlarged
aluminium radiator by Koyorad, properly linked with silicone radiator hoses
and quality performance coolant. That it? Being the track car for the street,
no fluid was left to chance. A power steering cooler, high temperature heat
wrap, oil cooler and a Processwest top mount intercooler keep the rest of the
operating temperatures at a minimal worry.

It’s not just about swapping out the stock components for aftermarket ones,
the sought-after quick ratio steering rack from the STi model found a new
home in here, with lower control arms borrowed from a Legacy Spec B for
the finishing touch. One may imagine that this car had gained considerable
weight from all the modifications, but where it fights the flab, are the
lightened panels and driveshafts to keep weight gains to a minimum, without
sacrificing power handling capabilities.

Putting a number to the heat is the Defi army of BF meters inside, while the
owner gets held firmly in place with Recaro RSG bucket seats, and a six-point
harness attached to a bespoke harness bar in the cabin.
With years of expertise backing them, it is without doubt that BMS
Motorsports has built a quality monster to rule the streets as well as the track.
Aging, but still exciting to drive, complete with tenacious grip and intoxicating
Boxer boost in a handy hatch format - much blood, sweat and tears have
been poured into the creation of such a fine machine. We can’t wait to see it
unleashed at the upcoming API Racing 2018 Sepang track day!

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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UNDERCARRIAGE
APi type RA coilovers
Hardrace anti roll bars
Hardrace rear control Arm
Hardrace rear toe arm
AP Racing 6-4 Big brake kit
Project Mu brake shoe
Jdm STi quick steering rack
Legacy spec b front lower control arm
Carbing lower arm bar
RZCrew garage Rigid collars
Enkei 17x9 PF07
Yokohama Advan AD08R 245/40/17
DSS carbon propeller shaft
STi rear drive shaft
Strengthen front drive shaft
STi 6 speed gearbox with MAP DCCD controller
Cusco rear 1.5 way differential
Cusco brake stopper
Cusco front strut bar

With the power to go, comes with the ability to dance. Even though the
WRX was factory fitted with sports absorbers, raising the track performance
bar meant going deep into the very guts of the suspension work.. Doing
away with the stock absorbers, the WRX was fitted with APi Racing Type
RA coilovers, giving it a more controlled damping quality while providing
customisable levels of setting adjustments with its multi-stage damping. The
stock front and rear anti-roll bars are replaced with beefier offerings from
Hardrace, complete with the control arms to dial in the perfect angles for
(time) attack.

Topping the exhaustive list off is of course the set of sticky Yokohama Advan
AD08R performance tyres that provide exceptional grip and traction, around
17” Enkeis to clear the AP 6-piston up front/4-piston at the rear brake system
upgrade with Project Mu pads..

Engine

ENGINE
Forged Engine
Koyorad aluminium radiator with billion hoses running Fuchs Silkolene Mag Cool
Power steering cooler
Injen air intake with high temperature heat wrap
Works Engineering oil cooler
Processwest top mount intercooler
Hybrid boost controller(Hallman MBC with Grimmspeed 3 port boost solenoid)
Turbosmart recirculating BPV
STi engine oil cap
HD Fuel pump
Sard fuel regulator
DW 750 injectors
Okada project plasma ignition coil
ATS Carbon Twin plate clutch
Fujitsubo Exhaust System

INTERIOR

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Defi Defi Advance BF gauges
(oil temperature, water temperature, oil pressure, boost)
Pioneer 8850 double din HU
Recaro RSG bucket seats
Arai harness bar
Cusco drift button
Momo drifting steering wheel
NRG short hub with NRG quick release
Schroth 6 point harness
Otosaver front and rear camera
EXTERIOR
Seibon full CF bonnet,
STi front bumper
STi front grill
STi Wide fenders
Chargespeed CF front bumper wide vents
Voltex generator
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ICE NEWS

VIETNAM CHARM
EMMA Vietnam recently participated and covered a local introductory
event held from the 27th to 28th of January, at the Léman Trade Center
in District 3 in Ho Chi Minh City. There were over 10 cars on display,
showcasing the craftsmanship and skills of various in-car entertainment
shops in Saigon. We are looking forward to more activities out of Vietnam
via EMMA Vietnam in the coming months - watch this space for more!

TESLA CHARGE
Tesla’s in-car audio system is going to get a big upgrade “soon.” That’s
according to CEO Elon Musk, who revealed that an upcoming upgrade
will change the Tesla Model S’ audio sound to compensate for wind and
road noise. The CEO was responding to a Twitter query from Model S
owner Joseph Huberman, who commented that it would be nice if his car
could adjust the sound. Musk replied with a two-word reply that revealed
parts of the company’s software update plans: “Coming soon.” Audio has
become a key focus for electric vehicles. With the lack of gas-powered
engine sounds, coupled with smart speaker enhancements from the
likes of Amazon Echo and Apple HomePod, firms have a big opportunity
to reshape the internal soundscape by reacting to external noises. Rival
Lucid Motors, currently developing the Air electric vehicle, plans to offer
a number of voice commands like the ability to change drive suspension,
combined with a specially-engineered cabin to keep out other noises.
Information adapted from www.inverse.com

FUTURE FAST
Harman has unveiled Harman AudioworX, a new standard-setting audio
framework that they claim will enhance in-vehicle user experiences,
making it easier to design, implement and integrate next level solutions
for in-vehicle audio systems. Built upon HARMAN’s expertise in user
experience (UX) design, acoustics and signal processing, HARMAN
AudioworX will help automakers differentiate their brands through
highly personalised, passenger-centric solutions that redefine what
the in-vehicle experience looks like today and in the autonomous
environments of tomorrow. For automakers, HARMAN AudioworX
provides the flexibility to adapt to new trends in consumer preferences,
offering faster time to market and lower overall cost. With its open
network, developers can bring to life new in-vehicle entertainment
experiences using either Harman or their own proprietary software
solutions. Consumers will see the benefits in a new level of intelligent,
adaptive and connected in-vehicles experiences that offer high degreeS
of personalisation they demand.These spell good news for consumers!
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SUPER STAR
Wagon appeal, amplified!

canning local roads to identify wagons can be considered not
the easiest of tasks, given that drivers tend to opt for sedans,
crossovers or full-fledged SUVs. But we reckon that those
who like wagons fall in a unique category - they do value
cabin space much more than other aspects of vehicle ownership.
But one need not compromise substance with style nowadays with
wagons gaining much more aesthetic appeal - the Mercedes-Benz
CLA Shooting Brake exudes plenty of visual charm, while possessing
the ability to lug along much more space than its coupe sibling! Yes, it
might have a sloping roofline which might hinder rear headroom, but it
is deceptively spacious for a sporty wagon.
Terence, the owner of this CLA Shooting Brake, is no stranger to
wagons, having owned the Honda Accord wagon prior to this
acquisition. We like his choice of vehicles - the appeal of a stretched
hauler endows the owner with more options in terms of vehicle
customisation. No bonus points for guessing how Terence decided
to modify the car - the main man behind the entire EMMA Singapore
operation has created an intriguing in-car entertainment (ICE) setup - a
project that needs no introduction within the regional ICE fraternity
given his massive involvement with EMMA. Terence is also the man
behind I.C.E. Net, which distributes Mosconi, Gladen, Micro Precision,
Alphard and Brian products locally.
As we understand from Terence, he does his own deliveries and as
he takes care of some parts of Asia’s distribution network, he will
usually organise activities for overseas guests. Thus, boot space is very
important to him. His Mercedes CLA Shooting Brake is the first that we
got to experience equipped with a full sound quality ICE system.
At first glance, everything from the dash remains original. The source
unit from Mercedes was retained, but to satisfy a guy like Terence, he
chose the Mosconi DSP 8to12 Aerospace signal processor due to its
Hi-Res capability and multiple channel configuration, along with its
high-end sound tuning options. It is possible to control all channels
of speakers in their Time alignment, crossover points and 30-band
parametric equalizer, too.
Directly connected to 3 units of Mosconi D2 series amplifiers, the D2
100.4 powers the high and mid frequencies. The other 2 units of D2
150.2 powers the midbass and woofer separately. These high quality
class D amplifiers breaks the tradition, bringing sound quality to a
whole new level with these products strictly produced in Italy. They
are small in size but big in sound quality. This new breakthrough
gave those with limited space a refreshing way to enjoy premium
sound quality.
Taking the front stage is the Micro Precision Z Studio 3 way Active.
These legendary speakers have the Z cone technology, which was
used in World War for military radio communication because of its
crystal clear reproduction. The cone remains handmade till today as it
is not possible to be mass produced due to the complicated process
and weather restrictions. The full component of Z Studio was fully
manufactured within the area of Mr Thomas
Hoffmann, located near Dusseldorf. He has
a full set of CNC and laser machines
assisting him to complete the
production of Micro Precision
with 0.001% tolerance.

Wired to perfection
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ICE CAR

Sitting on the dashboard is the Z Studio Tweeter
and Midrange in a customised enclosure. The
door panel was customised, but done in a
perfectly OEM manner with the frame and grill
replaced. The overall installation of the speakers
was done very nicely as it fits the whole theme
of the car design, while still upholding the
sound quality position with proper protection
to the speakers. Micro Precision Z Studio 245
takes care of the low frequencies in a custom
ported enclosure that is secured in the trunk.

OEM

MOSCONI
DSP 8 to 12 areospace

The system voltage is controlled by Brian B80A, a
voltage regulator that uses high-end components
to stabilise all amplifiers with the same volt input.
It is made in Korea by Ariel Corporation - a highend 12-volt electronic factory that is produced for
many well-known brands.
Micro Precision RCA interconnect and speaker
cables are used for this whole ride’s signal. The
speaker cable is a 14 AWG copper and silver
core cable, which uses the silver to bring up
further details of the high frequencies. The
RCA interconnect is an OFC copper cable with
an exclusively designed custom plug. These
cables are priced very reasonably and was even
used in Germany’s radio stations. Mr Thomas
Hoffmann knew the factory owner and begin
testing their cables, and realised these are so
much better compared to what he had used
previously, which was priced must higher. Best
of all, it is Made In Germany!

MOSSONI
D2 100.4

In the trunk when the protection base board is
down, it fully covers the whole boot, enabling
normal use on a daily basis, with proper
woofer ported ventilation. Once the base
board is taken away, a new design was born.
A fully customised trunk displays the Mosconi
amplifiers and processor, Micro Precision Z
Studio 245 and Brian Voltage regulator.
The flawless installation was done by King’s Way
Sound Garage. They have been the installer
for Terence’s car since 2008 where his Honda
Accord wagon ruled the competition scene in
S.E. Asia. This all-new system configuration was
a joint project between these two companies,
and we are honoured to be listening to an
incredible sound reproduction with proper
staging.
All details are well taken cared of - it is
comfortable to listen and the music is full
of dynamics. We can hear literally no sound
coming out from the speakers, as all are coming
directly from the windscreen when we are
positioned at the driver’s seat.

Z STUDIO
TWEETER

Z STUDIO
MIDRANGE

Z STUDIO
MID BASS

MOSSONI
D2 150.2

Z STUDIO
WOOFER

Not your typical Shooting Brake...

2018 is a challenging year - EMMA will have
an all-new CD that will be released in March.
All affiliates around the world will gather in
Salzburg during this period to learn about
the changes. New rules and categories
kick in with this new CD, bringing in-car
entertainment to a whole new level. The
EMMA CD has always been the perfect tool
for all car audio installers - they have been
using it for tuning as its recordings are not
compressed. EMMA Singapore will also see
this whole new setup starting with its judge
training in April, followed by three events in
July, September and November respectively.
The new rules are set to make judgment

With a system like this, Terence used Urive’s Hit
DVR that protects the front and rear in HDHD format, equipped with the parking mode
function that takes care of the ride’s daily use.
Terence knows his stuff given the decades of
experience liaising with key members of the
ICE community, and this knowledge has clearly
transpired to accurate results! There is plenty
of tonal accuracy - the mid and highs are spot
on, ensuring that songs which are catered
more towards acoustic tunes are delivered in
perfect proportion. There is no lack of low-end
too, with distortion-free rumbles being served
for bass-heavy soundtracks. It is a unique
experience having to feature a car owned not
by an installer or purely an ICE enthusiast, but
from the man who knows the entire EMMA
community inside out!

MOSSONI
D2 150.2

Benefit of a stretched hauler!

even more fair. EMMA Singapore was
established 8 years ago, and we continue
to strive making our event extremely
transparent during competitions. Having
EMMA in Singapore is important towards
the growth of the ICE industry because it
keeps the installers motivated to excel, and
also increase their innovative installation.
EMMA Singapore welcomes everyone who
is keen to know more about car audio to
join us as part of our workgroup, as we are
constantly exploring new grounds.
Wishing all a happy and prosperous Lunar
New Year!
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EMMA Malaysia’s plans
EMMA Malaysia is planning to conduct a range of events
throughout 2018, starting off with the introduction of
a local qualifications round. This allows competitors to
have a chance to participate in the Malaysian 2017 Grand
Final on March 2018. They will also have an opportunity
to partake in the new EMMA Friendship Gathering, which
celebrates love for all things mobile media with other car
aftermarket players within the 12V industry. Things are
looking bright for the ICE industry in ASEAN indeed!

SiriusXM and FCA US Unveil SiriusXM’s
Next Generation of In-Car Audio
Entertainment
SiriusXM and FCA US LLC today that SiriusXM’s next generation of in-car audio (ICE) entertainment is
available to customers for the first time ever. SiriusXM with 360L is a new platform that the company
claims deliver a “360 degree listening” experience to drivers and their passengers via both satellite and
streaming, and offers new features and functionality in the vehicle. SiriusXM with 360L can also receive
over the air updates to add features and functions that improve the user experience. SiriusXM with
360L delivers SiriusXM’s full lineup of more than 200 channels, while enabling the user to enjoy a more
personalised “lean back” experience as SiriusXM serves them content recommendations on their touch
screen, based on their listening preferences. Drivers and their passengers will find it easier to discover
more of what SiriusXM offers, including exclusive SiriusXM On-Demand programming never before
available in the dash. For example, a subscriber listening to one of Howard Stern’s channels live may be
presented with the option of tuning in to Howard’s recent interview with Bono and The Edge of U2, which
in turn may lead to a recommendation for SiriusXM’s The Spectrum channel, and it is all available at their
fingertips. We’ve yet to enjoy the benefits of such integrations in Singapore, but these innovations seems
very promising when adopted for the local market!

EMMA Thailand 2018 will
come with full EMMA categories
EMMA Thailand will promise to be bigger and better in 2018, with a host of categories guaranteed
to whet your in-car entertainment appetite! Before events start proper, organisers have been
consistently prepping competitors and judges to take note of changes made for the 2018 campaign,
especially in the rule book and competition CD.
Training for both competitors and judges will be held throughout the country. For Southern part of
Thailand, it will be conducted in Hat Yai. Competitor trainings will be done in English and Thai, and
organisers hope to add Chinese in the mix! Additionally, it is worth noting that the EMMA Thailand
Championship will be held with the EMMA Asia Final!

Panasonic teams up with Amazon and
Google for In-Car Audio Systems
Sony Electronics Introduces Ne
In-Car Audio with Enhanced Smartphone
Connectivity and OE Integration
Sony Electronics has announced a new line-up of in-car audio systems with added features,
most notably the XAV-AX5000 6.95” AV receiver with smartphone integrations and the XMGS6DSP, an OE upgrade amplifier with a digital signal processor that is ultra-compact without
compromising sound quality. The line-up also includes the XS-GS1631C, three-way component
speakers that match with the XM-GS6DSP; and the MEX-XB120BT, a single DIN head unit with
a built-in high-power amplifier. All products enhance the in-car audio experience, whether it’s
for long journeys or for those who are on-the-go. Pricing and availability to be confirmed for
the local market, but it is still encouraging to notice the constant push by ICE manufacturers to
innovate within the 12V industry!

Panasonic has announced two collaborations to make in-car audio systems – one with Google
and one with Amazon. There is increasing demand from consumers for voice control and builtin personal assistants like Alexa from Amazon and Cortana from Google. Panasonic worked
with Amazon on Alexa Onboard, which has the capability to control music, GPS, climate control
settings, GPS and many other features. Alexa Onboard is very much similar to a personal
assistant and can answer queries like where the nearest petrol station is and provide details
of any traffic blocks that you might encounter on the way to your destination. Tom Taylor,
Amazon’s senior vice president for Alexa, said that people who use Alexa at home would be able
to transition easily to the one on their vehicle. For example, if they are listening to an audiobook
at home, when they get into their car, they would be able to pick up exactly where they left
off. This, when it comes to Alexa Onboard, Panasonic was able to develop a really seamless
integrated voice solution for the vehicle and some of these capabilities can be enabled even
without an Internet connection. We’ve to see a full integration for the local market, but with
Singaporeans geared up for a tech-laden future, this should be realised not before long!
Information adapted from www.tiresandparts.net
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SAMSUNG’S SMART SNAP
Samsung and its subsidiary Harman have now released eight
new videos providing a more in-depth look at some aspects of
the connected vehicle technologies platform first shown at CES
2018. They cover the gamut of what might be expected from
smart cars and their IoT-centric nature. That includes everything
from a smart vehicle chassis and shells to adaptive interactive
audio experiences and other features centered around a rider
or driver’s mood. There’s a lot of information to cover here, but
everything starts with the companies’ Snap ecosystem.
Snap is effectively a full vehicle proof of concept platform
which shows off two separate innovations – including the
chassis, which the companies call the skateboard, and an
outer shell called the pod. Both are customisable to suit their
intended uses whether that as a mobile office space or just a
more general way to get people from point A to point B.
Moving past the concepts that are shown with Snap, Samsung
also introduced several adaptive technologies that could be
used in self-driving and connected human-driven vehicles
alike. Those include a scalable unified cockpit design, a display
dubbed “Moodscape”, and customisable audio experiences.
Although each is presented as a separate platform, they
would obviously work best in conjunction with one another.
Interestingly, the entry-level platform can drive up to three
displays at once while the premium segment supports up to
seven displays. Additionally, the audio in some configurations
can be further customised via a new range of “shapeshifting”
speakers and rotatable soundbars, which brings a whole new
level of individualisation to in-car audio.

TOP IN-CAR RELATED SEARCHES

Based on what they Google, Americans are looking for a variety of ways to secure
their pets in transit, Germans are looking to augment the audio in their vehicles,
and Japanese consumers want customisation for comfort in their commutes.

that centered on cameras has less to do with safety and more with posterity.
Documenting moments behind the wheel, hands-free, is a growing desire among
vehicle owners.

In Google’s first Auto Trends Report, consumer preference is tracked in three of
automotive’s main marketplaces based on the top searches for vehicle accessories.
Analysts sifted through billions of searches compiled between September 2015
to August 2017, tracking when, and why, interest in certain products rose or fell.
Google did not quantify the number of searches constituted in their report.
In addition to data pulled from Google and YouTube searches, researchers
interviewed 1,000 consumers from all three markets to qualify the results.

In Germany, digital audio broadcasting pulled the highest volume of in-vehicle
accessory searches due to a 2010 countrywide initiative to switch all radio and
TV signals to digital. Year-over-year, Google searches for digital automotive audio
systems have grown 41 percent.
In Japan, consumers are twice as likely than Americans to customise their
vehicle, and five times more likely than the average car shopper in Germany, the
study finds. Searches for personalized car seat covers, curtains, humidifiers and
refrigerators trended in the country.

Across all markets, according to the search engine, consumers want on-board
cameras on their vehicles. However, one of the biggest in-vehicle search trends

How about searches from a typical Singaporean driver? In-car dashcams sounds
just about right, but we’d just have to conduct a comprehensive survey!

www.europe.autonews.com

DARK HORSE
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Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross 1.5T S/R
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES B
Price
Availability
ANOTHER CROSSOVER?
While SUVS/crossovers have proliferated into every
stratum of car buying, the true sales titans of the crossover
era (circa 2015-present) have naturally been those of small
price and stature. Individual model registration figures are
no longer published, sadly, but it’s of little doubt that cars
like the Toyota C-HR, Honda HR-V, Nissan Qashqai are still
leading sales charts.
The less prominent Japanese brands have survived, and
indeed done well, by going all in with crossovers - Suzuki
only has its Vitara on sale here, front-wheel drive and allwheel drive variants too.
WELCOME BACK MITSUBISHI THEN?
Mitsubishi is having a good run: With the latest addition to
the range, three of its five models are of the soft-roading
bent. Good too, since its since-forever staple the Lancer
has died a Euro VI induced death, and lest we forget, it was
only in 2014 that Mitsubishi returned to the scene, having
been functionally-absent in the car market since 2010 due
to massively high COE prices.
But the brand’s had amazing progress, going from a mere
39 units registered in 2013 to 3,553 last year, and this car
here could boost that figure further.
MORE ABOUT THE ECLIPSE
The Eclipse Cross fits above the ASX (small-ish SUV) and
below the Outlander (not so small-ish seven seat SUV),
and it’s a key competitor to the now-usual small cross
suspects.
Some might recognise the ‘Eclipse’ name from Mitsubishi
coupe of old, but given that car never generated
anything near the excitement of the Lancer Evolution or
GTO, there’s safely no backlash from pitchfork-waving
enthusiasts demanding blood and/or horsepower.

1,499cc, turbocharged inline-4
163hp / 5,500rpm
250Nm / 1,800-4,500rpm
CVT
9.3s
200km/h
6.7L/100km
Neutral
S$122,999
Now (www.mitsubishicars.com.sg)

Still, brands know it’s well worth injecting any semblance
of coupe-ness into a crossover nowadays, so the Eclipse
Cross has a distinctly more perk in its rear end than its
brothers. It’s more European almost, resembling an XC40
more than the C-HR, and indeed it’s a Japanese-made car
with the rarity of having a left-mounted signal stalk.
OUTLAND...ISH?
It may look very different, and smaller, than the Outlander,
but it actually shares its platform and wheelbase with its
brother. Typically a nice design spells for compromised
space, but the car retains a surprising amount of room.
Not having to deal with a third-row of seats improves
things to no end for the Eclipse, as it’ll swallow 341-litres
of cargo not a huge amount, but it’s expandable to
448-litres if you slide the rear seats forward - and it has
more than enough room for five adults.
What’s even better is that the split-window style tailgate
(like a Toyota Prius) makes rearward vision good, likewise
forward visibility isn’t compromised like it is on so many
modern crossovers.
The interior is classic Mitsubishi - built to a cost, but much
nicer than its price tag might suggest, and with plenty of
features too. There’s lots of plastic but it’s all solidly put
together and colliding with the interior results in your
bruising rather than the car’s.
What really impresses are the HUD, seven airbags and
automatic collision mitigation (Mitsubishi calls its version
the ‘Forward Collision Mitigation System’), typically things
you’d only find on more expensive cars. Toyota C-HR has a
more comprehensive set, though, but lacks a sunroof. The
Eclipse Cross has two, as shown, though it’s a cost option
at $3,000.

DRIVES GOOD?
The ride quality strikes a good middle ground between
over-cross crashy and too lazy, and overall it’s quite comfy,
even if the worst kind of roads will eventually unsettle
it. The steering is its weakest point, with the electric
steering system feeling lifeless, but it’s something other
inexpensive sedans and crossovers are equally guilty of.
On the bright side, there’s plenty of perk, because
there’s another surprise beneath the bonnet : A 1.5-litre
turbocharged inline-four cylinder engine, Mitsubishi’s first
since the Lancer Evo, though this is decidedly ‘eco’ rather
than ‘Evo’
It does suffer from CVT drone and a little bluntness, but
the 162hp and 250Nm of torque overcome that to deliver
thrust when really needed. Notably, the Eclipse Cross
has more power than its competitors, and its 0-100km/h
time is sprightly too. It’s less than stellar when it comes
to efficiency, but not outstandingly so, we averaged midsevens in litres per 100km, despite quite a few highway
runs.
Overall, the Eclipse Cross has plenty going for it: The right
sort of look, a lot of practicality, features and safety, and
most importantly, a competitive price tag - $119k which
puts its bang in the exact C-HR’s ballpark. While the C-HR
is the only competitor with a turbo, the Nissan Qashqai
has a lot of features too, and more safety this time around,
while the HR-V will shortly be receiving a facelift and no
doubt, an even stronger feature set too. Competition is
only going to get fiercer too, with the additions of the
Hyundai Kona, Kia Stonic.
The Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross creeps into the small
crossover race as a dark horse, but given its features, it
won’t get eclipsed by the competition.
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uckland, New Zealand - It’s early in the morning and I’m looking at a pair of gurning faces
as I mill about outside BMW’s New Zealand
headquarters. One’s slightly cross-eyed and rather
grumpy, the other’s frozen in wide-eyed surprise. No,
I’m not squaring off against a pair of New Zealanders
who would rather still be in bed; rather, I’m standing
in front of the two largest Minis on sale: the Clubman
and Countryman.
Perhaps they’re annoyed and startled at how rotund
they’ve become. Weighing in at 1,565kg and 1,630kg
respectively, both of them are over two-and-a-half
times heavier, as well as over a metre longer than
the original Mini from 1959. The Countryman is also
the largest car the company has ever made. If there
was one adjective to describe either car, “miniature”
certainly isn’t it.
So, as a small wagon and crossover respectively, both
cars clearly stretch the Mini ‘mini’ tag to its limits. Or,
how big can a Mini get while still being mini/Mini?
We’re still not sure, but at least there is some method
to the madness.
In the Clubman’s case it has historical precedence,
as the original Mini also had an estate version, called
either Traveller or - confusingly - Countryman. BMW,
which now owns Mini, didn’t own the rights to the
Countryman name at the time, which is why it used
the Clubman name instead.

And with the rampant popularity of SUVs and crossovers these days, having the modern Countryman in
the lineup simply makes economic sense. Proof? In
2012, the previous-generation Countryman accounted
for one-third of Mini’s global sales alone.
The expanded footprint of Mini’s cars might have the
original’s creator, Alec Issigonis, spinning in his grave,
but you can’t say they don’t have a place in the world.
The regular Mini hatchback might be the quintessential urban runabout, but its diminutive size makes it
rather unsuitable for forays outside the city, which is
where the Clubman and Countryman come in.
We’re here in New Zealand to see if the Mini concept
can translate into something a little more practical,
hence a day trip traipsing around the North Island’s
countryside. Well, without forgetting Mini’s fun side
of course - we do have the keys to the John Cooper
Works (JCW) versions of each model after all.
Coming straight from the airport to BMW NZ’s HQ, we
immediately come across a minor stumble: luggage
space. At 360-litres and 450-litres respectively, both
the Clubman and Countryman’s carrying capacities
easily eclipses the regular three-door Mini’s paltry 211
litres, but still it’s a bit of a squeeze getting luggage for
four to fit. The Countryman will swallow two medium
suitcases plus a soft bag, but the Clubman will only
take a suitcase and a duffel bag. Five-seaters both cars
may be, but if you fancy a driveaway holiday with the
family, the Clubman is probably still a bit too mini.

The first part of our journey is the most boring. Pulling
out of BMW NZ, we immediately get on the Waikato
Expressway and fall in step with traffic. The speed limit
here is a modest 80km/h, and traffic is processional.
If it weren’t for the cloudless sky and wide expanse of
undulating farmland, I could easily imagine we were
driving in Singapore.
Riding on 19-inch wheels, the ride in both cars is firm
but bearable on these smooth roads, but engage
Sport mode and it can get uncomfortable. Sadly, my
travelling companion is behind the wheel and insists
on leaving Sport mode on, just so he can hear the
naughty crackling of the exhaust. Oh well, at least it’s
only a short ride to our first stop, Hampton Downs
Motorsport Park.
New Zealand has a fantastic motorsport culture, having given the world many top-class racing drivers such
as Rod Millen (rally), “Mad” Mike Whiddett (drifting),
Chris Amon (F1 and Le Mans), and Bruce McLaren (yes,
that McLaren). Small wonder - there are eight racing
circuits scattered across New Zealand, two of which
are located within an hours’ drive of Auckland; Hampton Downs is one of them.
“So near, yet so far” is the thought that runs through
my head as we take a gander around the track’s
infield; standing next to an empty racetrack while
holding the keys to a powerful car must surely be one
of the greatest petrolhead pains, especially one with

A “One box story”
TEXT & PHOTOS JONATHAN LIM

such a hallowed name on its bootlid.
With 228hp from their turbo 2.0-litre engines and
sportier suspension setups, the JCWs are the hottest
versions of each individual Mini variant and the most
suited to an intense workout at the track. In Sport
mode, the central display screens in both cars also
suggest “maximum go-kart feel”, which would be
an interesting claim to put to the test. It could easily
have happened, as someone’s left open an access
gate which leads down to the circuit itself, but our
tight schedule and my desire to remain unacquainted
with handcuffs quickly quashes that idea. A couple of
photos will have to do.
Our next destination is lunch, about an hour’s drive
away. Half this distance is on quiet country roads
that cut across flat farmland, and except for a slightly
wince-inducing encounter with a logging truck (you’d
be surprised how much debris flies off the back of it),
it’s an unremarkable journey.
That is, until we near the town of Waitakaruru and the
horizon suddenly opens up in front of us, grassy plains
giving way to a huge, smooth expanse of water. This is
the Firth of Thames, a shallow bay roughly 20km wide
that forms the southernmost tip of the Hauraki Gulf,
which in turn opens up to the Pacific Ocean. Driving
along the shore just metres away from the water’s
edge, it’s difficult not to be mesmerised at the sheer
variation in scenery that Kiwis get to enjoy on a daily
basis.

By the time we’re done with our late lunch of Fish &
Chips at Kaiaua Fisheries (crispy, non-greasy batter and
steamy, flaky fresh meat; definitely a must-try), it’s time
to start heading back to Auckland. Thankfully, we have
a workout ahead of us to burn off those calories - the
route we’re taking cuts through the Hunua Ranges,
a series of hills approximately 50km southeast of
Auckland.
Quite clearly, this itinerary has saved us the best for
last, as roads like these are what petrolhead dreams
are made of. The road bobs, tucks and weaves through
the hills, like a strand of pasta draped gently over the
terrain, with sharp undulations and cambered corners
that would give any rollercoaster a run for its money.
This is where the Clubman and Countryman JCWs are
in their element, darting into corners with more enthusiasm and tighter body control than you’d expect
for cars this heavy, and ‘ALL4’ all-wheel drive providing
plenty of surefooted traction. The sports seats in the
Countryman are also a treat, with suede-like inserts
that prevent you sliding around. Though both cars
share the same chassis and drivetrain, one look at their
bodies is plenty enough to clue you in as to how they
perform against each other.
With a 116mm lower roofline and a 97mm lower seating position, the Clubman is slightly but noticeably
more planted and agile than the Countryman, with
less lag between steering input and output, and less

time needed for it to settle on its suspension. Both cars
can carve the problems without drama - albeit with
artificially-weighty steering - but only the Clubman
goads you on with hints of that frisky Mini DNA; the
Countryman is merely a good-handling crossover.
Having gotten our B-road bombing urges out of our
system, we trudge back to Auckland, and straight into
the evening rush hour. Well, they call it “rush hour”,
but with under 1.5 million people spread across 560
square kilometres (compared to Singapore’s 5.6 million
over 720km2), the traffic doesn’t get anywhere near
as bad as the Pan-Island Expressway at 7pm. Despite
providing so many thrills just half an hour earlier, both
cars prove no more difficult to drive than the more
pedestrian models, although some might find the
suspension setup too firm for the urban grind.
With so many parts being shared, it’s no wonder that
both the Clubman and Countryman feel so similar so
much of the time, but when push comes to shove,
their differences start to emerge. The Countryman is
a thoroughly capable crossover well-suited to small
families, and in JCW form has no direct rivals, but to
call it a Mini in anything other than appearance feels
like doing Sir Issigonis a disservice.
The Clubman on the other hand, boasts enough
practicality for daily life (but not road trips), yet doesn’t
feel like it’s lost touch with the Mini brand ethos of
cheerful driving fun. If only it didn’t look so surprised
about this conclusion.
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Volkswagen Golf GTI

Volkswagen Golf GTI
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
CO2
Price
Availability

What’s This?
The Volkswagen Golf GTI is the quintessential hot hatch. Six preceding generations and more than three decades have seen worthy competitors come and
go, while the GTI has evolved from its punky, hooligan roots to something quite
more.
The Mark 7 incarnation brought MQB (VW’s transverse engine platform for less
costly models) sophistication to the GTI, with all the same improvements that the
regular Golf received, such as less weight, more stiffness, better refinement and
even more onboard tech.

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG

Just a new face?
Like the range-topping Golf R, the GTI gets 10hp power boost to bring its total to
230hp. Peak torque remains the same, but seriously, since Mark 5 onwards the GTI
has always been properly, real-world quick.
More horses are nice but the vast majority of us won’t feel it. In fact, what you will
feel first in the GTI is just how mature it is. The interior’s a step up from the normal
Golf - this is more accentuated since the mid-range 1.4 isn’t here yet - it’s slathered
in piano black, leather and red stitching.
You’d have to be blind to miss the new active instrument display, the same 12.3inch unit that’s found in the Passat and Tiguan as well as most Audis now. It’s crisp,
clear and really adds to the sense of high-tech onboard, though that’s not all. VW
has also upgraded the infotainment system to the new ‘Discover Pro’ system.
It’s a major improvement, going to 9.2-inches and losing all its buttons. One or

1,984cc, inline four, 16V, turbocharged
230bhp at 4700-6200rpm
350Nm at 1500-4600rpm
6-speed dual-clutch automatic
248km/h
6.4 seconds
6.5L/100km
151g/km
$183,400 including Certificate Of Entitlement
Now

two should have stayed, but the system is sharp and responsive and wouldn’t
look out of place on a Porsche. It packs full functionality, including navigation,
phone connectivity, Bluetooth, and is paired with an excellent Dynaudio sound
system.
Zoom time
Engage Sport mode and the GTI sheds that facade for a more aggressive one. The
steering quickens, the revs build fiercely, the suspension firms up. Aim it at a piece
of curvy road and the GTI delivers staggering poise and pace - it’s a wonder anyone still needs a Golf R or anything more when driving this machine in isolation.
And after all this time, it hasn’t lost that key hot hatch characteristic: That of being
able to deliver involving, real-world speed in an instant, but without having to
achieve ludicrous velocities to coax involvement and feeling from the chassis.
But the modern GTI’s best party trick is just how happy it is doing the daily grind
as it is grinding lap times. Run along at a normal pace, select the accompanying
drive mode, and the GTI is excellent company. Its Dynamic Chassis Control (DCC)
works beautifully on most roads, and overall its ride quality is already better than
the vast majority of crossovers, despite VW billing this as Sports Suspension in the
equipment list.
In fact, given the long equipment list, the premium feel of the entire car and the
wonderfully multi-dimensional driving dynamics, there really is nothing quite like
it at this level, which brings us to the other big hot hatch characteristic that’s still
intact: The price. It’s not chump change at close to $185k with COE, but we challenge you to find anything else with as much ability and the same price.
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CARS
AND
KOPI
SINGAPORE’S
UNIQUE FLAVOUR
FOR CAR MEETS
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS JONATHAN LIM

Welcome to Singapore’s own version of “Cars
& Coffee”. Called “Cars & Kopi” (with Kopi being
a local term for coffee), it started from a small
roadside coffee shop meet with a handful of
friends, and has slowly grown to an unique
morning car meet.
“Cars & Coffee” is a weekly car meet that started
in Irvine, USA when a handful of car enthusiasts
started a regular meet up session. One by one,
local street rod owners heard the buzz and
started joining in. Their group grew to hundreds
every weekend, and eventually, the “Cars &
Coffee” concept steadily spread to various areas
across the USA and the world.
On 10 February at the crack of dawn, the crowd
began to roll into the sleepy Dempsey Hill. A
trickle of classics rolled in, followed slew of other
rare, collectible, exotic and generally unique
vehicles. Much to the delight of the eager
audience of auto enthusiasts, many of the owners
had parked themselves at the entrance to shoot
video and snap pictures.
The beauty of Cars & Coffee is that it is a very
informal meet. Loosely arranged by make, with
some their hoods and doors propped open for all
to see.
Thank you Garage36 for bring the “Cars & Coffee”
concept into Singapore. Find them on garage36.
com or “Garage36” on Facebook!
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The Porsche Museum is one of the must-visit places in Stuttgart, but
the side of it that most people won’t see is also its most fascinating

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG
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uffenhausen, Germany - Stuttgart, along with Wolfsburg,
Munich and Ingolstadt, is one of the key cities in Germany’s
automotive crown.

Arguably it’s at the top of the list, since both Mercedes-Benz
and Porsche call it home. So if you’re ever lucky enough to be in
Stuttgart, the respective brands’ museums are excellent places
to spend a day each. If you’re not a car fan, you’re out of luck as
friends who stay in the city say there’s pretty much nothing else
to do there.
The Mercedes museum is huge, you need at least a day there,
while Porsche’s museum is more concise and concentrated
- it has space for approximately 90 cars at a time, although
Porsche entire historical collection now numbers more than 600
machines. A German press release would say something along
the lines of it having a higher number of fascinations per square

metre (fsc/sqm).
Which leads us to this one rather special place on the outskirts,
more specifically in the district of Zuffenhausen, that might just
have the highest fsc/sqm for a car fan: The Porsche Museum’s offsite storage facility for all the cars that aren’t on display.

Porsche 932 Concept

Porsche 959 Engine Technology Prototype 1985

It might sound utterly pedestrian, but in reality, it’s the place that
houses almost the entire history of Porsche, and it’s quite a busy
one too: Porsche prides itself on keeping many of the machines
in running order - including the race cars - which take part in
exhibition events, classic rallies and races all over the world.

Porsche put hard thought into making a sedan-esque car for many
years. As far back as 1988, the 989 concept was cooked up, and it was
an obvious forerunner to the Panamera. But this machine has a less
clear line of heritage: It was the 932 Concept, penned by Giugiaro-led
ItalDesign, and an alternative to the 989 study. Porsche never showed
it off in public and it’s quite obvious why.

Make a fast car with a powerful engine, and any engineer
worth his salt will want to make it faster and more powerful.
The reality of automobile development is always having
one eye on the future, and this is certainly the case here. The
original 959 had 450hp, which allowed it to be the fastest
production car at its debut, but this advanced 959 with
modifications to its turbos and cooling makes a cool 560hp.

Porsche Type 957 Jadgwagen 1953

Porsche 918/Carrera GT test mule

Off-roading, all-wheel drive and toughness might not come
to mind when you think of Porsche, but keep in mind that for
most of its history, it was (and still is) an engineering company.
A good example is this car, which Porsche made for military
use post-WW2. It never achieved widespread adoption,
primarily because it was rather expensive, though it made up
for it in excellent ability, utilising monocoque construction
and the Porsche 356’s flat-six 1.6-litre engine. Only 71 were
made, with 49 going to the civilian market. Recently one came
up for auction at Bonhams, for an estimated USD 225,000.

Like we said, Porsche is very much a company driven by its
excellence in engineering, and engineering is quite simply
finding ways to solve problems by novel means. In this case,
when Porsche’s boffins needed to test the behaviour due
to weight distribution for the 918 Spyder, what they did
was weigh-up a specially-modified Carrera GT test mule to
simulate the added mass of the hybrid system.

Porsche 911 GT1 Straßenversion 1997

Porsche Panamericana Concept 1989

The late 1990s is when we saw the last strain of real
homologation specials. Among them were cars aimed at GT1
racing, like the Mercedes-Benz CLK GTR, and this car, the 911
GT1, whose name means ‘road version’ in German. Detuned to
a more modest 544hp, but still with crazy performance for the
time. 0-100km/h in less than four seconds isn’t much now, but
20 years ago it was spectacular.

Crossovers aren’t actually a new thing, and Porsche proves
that with this wacky concept: Made in 1989 for the 80th
birthday celebration of Ferry Porsche, the Panamericana was
a 993-preview, if the 993 was crossed with a beach buggy
that is. The open, almost floating wheelarches and Porschebranded rubber are particular highlights.

Our 45-minute guided tour of the place barely scratched the
surface, as the place houses production models, limited editions,
race cars, concepts and even development mutants. Here’s a
taster of what we saw.

Porsche 911 Carrera RSR Turbo 2.1 1974

Porsche 968 CS PDK prototype 1990s

The massively blistered arches, gloriously huge wing and classic
Martini racing colours mark this out as an extra cool 911: It’s the
Carrera RSR Turbo 2.1 that took part in Group 5 GT racing in the 1970s.
As mentioned, Porsche actually keeps its 160 historic race cars in
running order, so here the RSR is getting some mechanical attention.

The 968 was the successor of the 944, the continuation of Porsche’s
front-engine, rear-drive series of coupes. Launched in 1992, a sharper
Clubsport (CS) edition appeared 1993, which seems to be what we
have here. But this car is much more than it seems, as it was a test
bed for a prototype of Porsche’s dual-clutch PDK system to enter full
production. The technology was pioneered by Porsche in racing, with
the 962 in the 1980s, but development took some time and it was
only 2005 that PDK appeared in full-production cars.

Porsche 928 Study H50 1987
The newly-launched Porsche Panamera Gran Turismo is the brand’s
first shooting brake, or at least, it’s the brand’s first official one: In
1987, this machine appeared, the ‘Study H50’. It was never produced,
but eerily prescient since it’s also a five-door shooting brake. Based
on the 928, even its starting point is special - the 928 was a longwheelbase model made specially for Ferry Porsche.

Porsche 959 Rally Raid Dakar 1986
If you built a modern supercar, what would the logical choice be,
for motorsport? Circuit racing in the GT class probably, but in the
past was a lot wilder and arguably more fun: Cue the Porsche 959,
that technological powerhouse of the 1980s, changing its shoes and
clothes for dirt tyres and Rothmans livery, then tackling the hardest
race known to man: The Paris Dakar.

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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Too Haute
to Handle

Who
let
the
Dgos
out
Bottega Veneta did, and for
that, we are thankful for 2018
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO BOTTEGA VENETA

Ring in the Year Of The Dog with Bottega Veneta’s Canine
collection and you’ll be in for a treat – well, maybe not literally.
With the Chinese Year of the Dog bounding in, the collection
celebrates Man’s Best Friend.
The Canine Collection from the Italian label comprises
embroidered wallets, pouches and even key-holders featuring
serigraphic prints of dog breeds ranging from German
Shepards to chihuahuas, labradors and poodles. If you want
our two cents worth, our personal favourite is the wallet in
pink intrecciato nappa leather with a dog and butterfly motif.
Paired with each of these playful characters the accessories
features Bottega Veneta’s signature hand-woven inlay to keep
things familiar to BV lovers.

Girard-Perregaux ushers in the new year with the
stunning Neo Tourbillon with Three Bridges
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO GIRARD-PERREGAUX

If you’re anxiously counting down to SIHH 2018, chances are, you’re one of the many in
line to usher in the Neo Tourbillon with Three Bridges from Girard-Perregaux.
Inheriting its design from the 1800s, the iconic timepiece retains its signature
movement layout while incorporating skeletonised features for the first time, which
includes intricate arched titanium bridges. Essentially an open-worked version of the
original model, the 45mm titanium timepiece houses the GP 09400-0011 movement.
The Neo Tourbillon with Three Bridges is water-resistant to 30m and boasts a 60-hour
power reserve. It is delivered with a hand-stitched black alligator strap, paired to a
titanium triple folding clasp. [For more details, visit: thehourglass.com]

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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MOON MACHINE
Recently unveiled at SIHH last month, MoonMachine 2 is part of MB&F’s
‘Performance Art’ series. Talented watchmaker Stepan Sarpaneva was recruited
- the very same man who had already transformed the HM3 Frog into the first
MoonMachine. Six years later, he turned the Horological Machine No.8 into the
MoonMachine 2: the world’s first projected moon phase indicator.

POWER RANGER
We often encounter instances where work in a cafe is
made less ideal, when you are not near a 3-pin socket. This
portable battery saves the hassle of securing the best seat
in the house - the Powerstation AC by Mophie has been
made to power laptops, tablets, smartphones, and other
USB and AC devices. The 22,000mAh can even fully charge
a MacBook, and comes with USB-C PD 30W Fast Charge for
rapid charging.

“Projected” moon phase indicator? Indeed – HM8 features the unique
combination of mechanical movement + optical prism display system also
found on the HM5 and HMX. But for this very special piece, in addition to
the jumping hours and trailing minutes, Stepan has added a moon phase
complication. When you glance at the time on the lateral display, you are
looking at a projected image of the hour, minute and moon phase discs.
For those who know Stepan’s work, you’ll immediately recognise his
unmistakable moon face, modeled after his own face (yes!). Stepan has created
his smallest moons ever – a real technical challenge, due to their extreme
dimensions, as thin as 0.07mm. Other typical Sarpaneva elements are the
titanium web rotor design and the various “korona” shaped elements.

FOCAL FOCUS
SEAL OF APPROVAL
The Navy SEAL Steel 3250 series by Luminox might just
be the watch to fit your rugged, adventurous lifestyle. This
refreshed design has raised numbers and indices on the
dial, including alternating brushed and high polish steel
accents on the case and bezel. You’ll receive the same
reliability and toughness from more than two decades of
elite military use.

We’ve seen countless in-car entertainment cars on REV rocking
Focal products, but this time round, we’re zooming in at one
for the headphone-oriented audiophile. Focal has just released
a new headphone in its “For Pro” lineup. It’s called the Clear
Professional and based on its “Clear” range of headphones. Its
design is identical to the Clear headphones, but it comes in a
black and red colour scheme. The leather and perforated leather
headband, as well as the aluminum yokes and ear cup grilles
are in black too, giving it slightly stealth aesthetics. The ear pads
(made of perforated microfiber fabric) is bright red, which serves
as a welcoming visual contrast.

GOLDEN PINK

RETRO CONNECTION

No less than 1000 sets of the limited edition Pink Gold variant of
the Huawei Mate 10 Pro will be released on the 10th February. Yes,
you might not have the chance to grab it before Valentine’s Day,
but this variant need not be celebrated only during this season! The
Mate 10 Pro is Huawei’s latest flagship smartphone and boasts the
world’s first dedicated AI NPU (neural processing unit) as well as a
Leica-designed rear camera system featuring dual SUMMILUX-H
f1.6 Lenses. We reckon that the less striking colours will also be well
worth it, if you did not manage to get your hands on this version.

Nokia’s classic 3310 “hammerhead” phone is now
a little smarter with a 3G data connection. The
phone now boasts a 2.4-inch QVGA colour screen
(“polarised and curved”), 1,200mAh battery, a 2MP
camera with LED flash, 16MB internal memory, up
to 51 hours MP3 playback time, and microSD card
support. Somehow we still do prefer its ancestor’s
aesthetics, but this is the next best bet!

M OTO R S P O RTS
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CONTINENT
BASHING
Dakar: The world’s most extreme off-road race
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS RED BULL CONTENT POOL

T

he 2018 Dakar Rally reached its conclusion with
Carlos Sainz taking his second victory in the event
and a first since 2010, while the bike honours went to
Matthias Walkner for the first time as Eduard Nikolaev and
Ignacio Casale finished atop the truck and quad podium.
For Sainz, it proved a comfortable one-hour victory
following runner-up Stéphane Peterhansel’s costly mishap
earlier in the race while Walkner took the two-wheeled
honours by more than half an hour.
139 bikes, 92 cars, 49 quads and 44 trucks revved their
engines on the start line in Lima, for the brutal 9,000km
race across Peru, Argentina and Bolivia.
Eduard Nikolaev found himself in an extreme spot of
bother early on in the event when his Kamaz truck flipped
on its side for several minutes. Remarkably, though, he
managed to get it back on its side and out of the sand
dunes to go on to win Stage 5, thereby maintaining his
truck class lead.
Stéphane Peterhansel lost the lead of the Dakar on Stage
7 of this year’s edition with a suspension problem. The
13-time winner of the event had been 27 minutes clear of
Sainz and was at the top of the timings on the stage when
damper failure and suspension damage hit. But such is the
nature of the Dakar that teammate Cyril Despres, whose
Dakar hopes had ended with a previous issue, pulled over
to help Peterhansel fix his car and offer all of his spare
parts to thereby reduce the time lost…an hour in all.
Two years ago, Matthias Walkner’s Dakar ended inside
a helicopter, flown to hospital with a broken femur. The
rebuild of his body was slow and painstaking yet he
recovered to take the victory. For him en route to a first

victory, the turning point came on Stage 10 when he
was the only one of the front-runners to make the right
navigational call on a river-bed crossing.

your eyes off the track to look at the roadbook is that you
cover a lot of ground in that split second. It takes time and
practice to master it.”

It gave him a sizeable lead, and one he never looked like
giving up on all the way to the finish line.

“I can follow my nose pretty well going bush back in my
home country of Australia, but here in Peru I couldn’t
navigate back to the hotel right now without help!”

On the longest stage of the rally with rugged terrain, sharp
rocks and raging rivers, it proved to be a pulsating startto-finish battle between Nasser Al-Attiyah and Stéphane
Peterhansel, which ebbed and flowed for nearly six hours
of action.
Level pegging for arguably the most captivating stage, AlAttiyah finally moved into the ascendancy in the final miles
of the route to beat his French rival by just two minutes.
The Dakar Rally is not known as the world’s toughest
motorsport race for nothing, especially for the bike riders
who must navigate the tricky terrain on their own. Former
bike winners Sam Sunderland and Toby Price have both
held their nerve over two weeks in South America the past
two years for gutsy victories, while Spaniard Laia Sanz
finished ninth overall in 2015.
With many of the other categories able to draw upon the
navigational wisdom of co-pilots, the bike riders have to
switch seamlessly between their roadbook and terrain
ahead to get from A to B over the long, daily stages.
Reigning champion Sunderland from Britain revealed, “The
organisers are quite secretive of the route with people pre
running it in the past. The first week is tough. Try not to
make any big mistakes.
2016 champion Toby Price added, “Our biggest thing
when you are doing speeds of 140/150km/h and taking

As ever, the Dakar was not without its own share of drama
as a litany of crashes denied some of the favourites as well
as the lesser-known lights of the entry list. One of the first
to go was Yoshimasa Sugawara, the oldest entrant at the
age of 76 in what is his 35th Dakar.
He was forced out on stage two, while stage four
accounted for the departure of Sam Sunderland, one of
the favourites for two-wheeled glory.
Bryce Menzies and Sébastien Loeb also crashed out earlier
then they would have wanted while former Tottenham and
Porto manager Andre Villas-Boas was forced to abandon
with back complaints.
In total, 185 vehicles completed the 40th edition: 85 bikes,
32 quads, 49 cars including 6 SxS and 19 trucks, meaning
55% of the competitors that set out from Lima two weeks
ago reached the finish.
For its last participation, Peugeot also retained the title,
but this time only one of their cars was on the podium,
namely the 3008 Maxi driven by winner Carlos Sainz.
Under threat until the day before the finish from Federico
Villagra, in the end Eduard Nikolaev obtained a third title
behind the wheel of his Kamaz. As for Chilean Ignacio
Casale, to win his 2nd Dakar he dominated the general
standings from start to finish.
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Rallye Monte-Carlo

53

Gravel, Glitz, and Glamour
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTO RED BULL CONTENT POOL

D

efending FIA World Rally Champion Sébastien
Ogier has made the perfect start to his bid to
clinch a sixth drivers’ crown by mastering the
elements to clinch his fifth Rallye Monte-Carlo in a
row on home soil.
The iconic winter asphalt rally is the first of 13 events
on the 2018 calendar and has special significance for
Ogier, who was born near the host town of Gap.
The M-Sport man began the final day of the season
curtain-raiser 33.5sec ahead of the pursuing Ott
Tänak following a sustained push from his Toyota
rival, but he immediately quelled any thoughts the
Estonian may have had of launching a late bid for
glory by going 11.5sec faster than the Toyota Yaris
driver on SS14 (La Bollene Vesubie - Peira Cava).
The tone was set, and with Tänak thereafter backing
off to secure a superb second place on his debut for
his new employer, Ogier could pace himself to the
finish for a fifth consecutive victory in the principality.
“Rallye Monte-Carlo is a special event for me,” the
Frenchman reflected. “I’ve always done well here – I
seem to have a really good connection with my home
rally – and I’m super happy to take another win.
“It’s been a difficult weekend. You often have to face

tough conditions here, but this one was extremely
tricky. I’ve never struggled so much with tyre choice.
It was all about trying to minimise mistakes, and I
managed to make fewer than the others.
“I need to thank the team for the best possible
start to the season, but it has also shown that the
competition will be huge this year. It’s wide open –
and I’m looking forward to it.”
Tänak was delighted to seal the runner-up spoils on
his first outing with Toyota, 58.3sec adrift of Ogier
but 53.7sec clear of Jari-Matti Latvala, who made it a
podium double for the Japanese manufacturer.
Although unable to match his team-mate’s speed, the
Finn was consistent throughout and happy to banish
the memories of the Power Stage accident that cost
him second place on the final event of 2017.
The Power Stage this time was dominated by Kris
Meeke, who salvaged some consolation for Citroën
at the end of a troubled weekend with fourth overall
– 2min 51.1sec behind Latvala – and five additional
points.
Meeke’s position had initially looked like going the
way of Toyota’s Esapekka Lappi, but the young Finn
made a costly mistake on SS17 (La Cabanette - Col de

Braus), dropping him behind not only the Ulsterman
but also Thierry Neuville and Elfyn Evans.
Neuville was the architect of a remarkable recovery
in his Hyundai i20, battling back from opening day
misfortune to overhaul Evans and Lappi with a
determined effort. The Belgian ultimately fell just
10.7sec shy of similarly passing Meeke, finishing
1.0sec clear of Evans overall and 3.7sec ahead of
Lappi.
2011 winner Bryan Bouffier came home eighth – the
Frenchman losing time in a snow bank on SS16 (La
Bollene Vesubie - Peira Cava) – with Craig Breen
ninth in the second Citroën C3, the Irishman never
recovering from a significant time loss as the ‘snow
plough’ on Saturday morning. WRC 2 winner Jan
Kopecky completed the final top 10.
The event started from Casino
Square in Monte-Carlo, and
finished back in Monaco
after 17 stages
covering 388.59km
in the French Alps.

LEADING POSITIONS
1. S OGIER FRA FORD FIESTA 		
2. O TÄNAK EST TOYOTA YARIS
3. J-M LATVALA FIN TOYOTA YARIS
4. K MEEKE GBR CITROËN C3 		
5. T NEUVILLE BEL HYUNDAI I20

4HR 18MIN 55.5SEC
+ 58.3SEC
+1MIN 52SEC
+ 4MIN 43.1SEC
+4MIN 53.8SEC
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Rally Sweden
Ice-cool Thierry Neuville kept calm in the heat
of a furious fight to win Rally Sweden on Sunday
afternoon and take the lead of the FIA World Rally
Championship.
The Belgian became only the third non-Nordic driver
to win the calendar’s solitary pure winter rally and
end an agonising 12-month wait after crashing out of
a comfortable lead last year.
He overcame an electrical glitch with his Hyundai’s
paddle shift gearchange system, a lurid spin into a
snow bank and extreme pressure from the chasing
pack to win the four-day encounter on snow and icecovered forest roads by 19.8sec.
“It’s an incredible weekend. We didn’t expect to be
so fast over here this year, but the team and the car
gave us the chance to fight for victory. We deserved it
last year, even more this year,” said Neuville.

Norwegian, team-mate to the rally winner, by 8.5sec.
Esapekka Lappi hounded Neuville early on until he
plunged down the order after burying his Toyota
Yaris in a snow bank. He fought back and gained
two places in the final three stages to finish fourth,
17.5sec adrift of Mikkelsen.
A final stage mistake from Hayden Paddon made
life easier for Lappi. The Kiwi stalled his i20 a couple
of kilometres from the finish and trailed the Finn by
8.6sec.
After only a day’s pre-event testing, Mads Østberg
was sixth on his debut drive in a C3. The Norwegian
ran as high as second but he slid down the order as
unfamiliarity with the car and a lack of confidence in
its set-up cost time.

Hail The Winter Festival
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTO RED BULL CONTENT POOL

manufacturers’ standings after last month’s Rallye
Monte-Carlo, endured a nightmare weekend.
Ott Tänak and Monte-Carlo winner Sébastien Ogier
dropped big chunks of time in Friday’s opening leg
as they ploughed a path through deep snow. They
were unable to regain lost ground, finishing ninth
and 10th.
For a car-making nation of such world-leading
repute, Japan’s record in the World Rally
Championship could be better. Takamoto Katsuta
wants to change all that. The 24-year-old is part of
Toyota Gazoo Racing’s Challenge Program and he
rocked rallying’s establishment to its core with a
maiden WRC2 win.

He finally broke clear of his pursuers on Saturday
afternoon and eased through Sunday’s final three
speed tests to head Ireland’s Craig Breen, driving a
Citroën C3, for whom second was a career-best result.

Jari-Matti Latvala, who delivered Toyota Gazoo
Racing a fairytale win last season on only the
Japanese manufacturer’s second rally back at the top
level after a 17-year absence, was seventh after being
delayed by a troublesome front differential and
adverse road conditions.

His father Norihiko Katsuta won his eighth Japanese
Rally Championship title last year. Before that, his
grandfather competed as well – and remains a
driving force behind the sport in Japan today.Katsuta
will tackle all remaining European WRC rounds,
except for Rally Germany. In addition to that, he will
expand his experience of asphalt driving on selected
Italian events.

Breen climbed to second on Saturday morning when
Andreas Mikkelsen spun at exactly the same point
as Neuville. He kept his composure to hold off the

Fellow Finn Teemu Suninen was seventh in a
Ford Fiesta and the leading M-Sport World Rally
Team driver after the squad, which headed the

The championship journeys to Mexico next month
for 2018’s first taste of gravel roads. Rally Guanajuato
Mexico is based in León from 8-11 March.

RALLY SWEDEN (TORSBY)
1. T NEUVILLE / N GILSOUL BEL HYUNDAI I20
2. C BREEN / S MARTIN IRE CITROËN C3
3. A MIKKELSEN / A JAEGER NOR HYUNDAI I20
4. E LAPPI / J FERM FIN TOYOTA YARIS 		
5. H PADDON / S MARSHALL NZL HYUNDAI I20
6. M ØSTBERG / T ERIKSEN NOR CITROËN C3

FIA WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
(AFTER ROUND 2 OF 13)
1. T NEUVILLE
2. S OGIER
3. J-M LATVALA

41PTS
31PTS
23PTS

2HR 52MIN 13.1SEC
+ 19.8SEC
+ 28.3SEC
+ 45.8SEC
+ 54.4SEC
+ 1MIN 15.3SEC
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The 110th Edition

CHICAGO
AUTO
SHOW
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS NEWSPRESS USA

F

irst staged in 1901, the Chicago Auto Show is the
largest auto show in North America and has been
held more times than any other auto exposition on
the continent. This year marks the 110th edition of the
Chicago Auto Show.
The Chicago Auto Show utilizes more than 1 million
square feet in the North and South Exhibit Halls of the
McCormick Place complex. The Chicago Automobile Trade
Association (CATA) has produced the Chicago Auto Show
since 1935. It is the US’s oldest and largest metropolitan
dealer organization.
The 2018 Chicago Auto Show had nearly 1,000 of the
newest and most exciting vehicles, including more than a
dozen vehicles that made their global or North American
debuts during the Media Preview. Those included the
2019 Volkswagen Arteon, Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and
Plug-in Hybrid, Fiat 500, 2019 Ford Transit Connect Wagon
and Edge Titanium Elite, Toyota 4Runner, Tacoma and
Tundra TRD Pro models and Slingshot Grand Touring
Limited Edition.

Two winter-themed concept vehicles from Nissan were
also unveiled, the Nissan Armada Snow Patrol concept
and the 370Zki concept, and Subaru celebrated its
50th anniversary with the release of special edition
automobiles across its entire 2018 lineup.
In addition to the latest production, concept and exotic
vehicles, the show was packed with opportunities for
attendees to get behind the wheel. Seven outdoor
ride-and-drive experiences hosted by Cadillac, Ford, Kia,
Mazda, Subaru, Volkswagen and the Chicago Area Clean
Cities Coalition offered an up-close look into the most
recent cars, trucks, SUVs and electric vehicles to hit the
market.
Three indoor test-driving tracks, including Camp Jeep,
Kia’s SUV Gym, and Toyota’s Camry Thrill Ride, highlighted
cutting-edge technologies and vehicle capabilities right
from the show floor.
An array of concept cars are also on display including

the Acura RDX Prototype, Cadillac Escala, Honda Insight
Prototype, Infiniti Q Inspiration, Lexus LF-1 Limitless and
the Toyota FT-4X.
First Look for Charity, the cornerstone fundraiser of the
Chicago Auto Show, raised more than US$2.8 million for
18 local nonprofit organizations. The black-tie gala, which
took place one day before the show’s public opening,
drew nearly 10,000 attendees to McCormick Place, despite
one of the snowiest days of the year. Proceeds from the
annual gala benefitted 18 nonprofits across Chicagoland
and, as in years past, purchasers could specify the charity
to which their contributions would benefit.
The closing weekend had a robust lineup of special
events and appearances. Hispanic Heritage Day honors
and celebrates the Latino history and culture with a fullday lineup of special events and programs throughout
the day. The final day of the show, Presidents Day on
Monday, 19 Feb, showcased fun, creative and hands-on
programs geared toward children and families.
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Performance Car Show
Nothing But Race Cars

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PERFORMANCE CAR SHOW

The Performance Car Show had a successful run, with multiple launches, insightful
interviews and a wide range of features to entertain the crowds. It took place at the
National Exhibition Centre (NEC) in Birmingham.

supercars in the show.

Renowned for its unrivalled line-up of draw-dropping metal, the Performance Car
Show did not disappoint on opening day.

The show also saw the much-anticipated reveal of the specially-commissioned Liberty
Walk EU Lamborghini Aventador, with its bespoke body kit and specially tuned 6.5L
V12 engine producing 800bhp. One of the biggest names in supercar tuning, Liberty
Walk EU also brought its bespoke 5-litre Ford Mustang for the four days of the show.

At the heart of the action is the Motor1 UK Feature, with six head-turning muscle
cars including the 592bhp Jaguar XE SV Project 8, the most powerful road-legal
Jaguar ever built and crowned the fastest production-spec saloon car to ever lap the
infamous Nürburgring Nordschleife. It is joined on the feature by a special-liveried
Mission Motorsport Jaguar F-Type SVR.

Elsewhere in the world of high performance manufacturers, Scott Gibson of Velgen
Wheels launched a new range of Velgen forged wheels to the UK. RaceChip also
revealed a line of four new chip products including the RaceChip GTS Black, the
RaceChip GTS as well as the RaceChip RS and tS and the recently released throttle
tuning XLR.

This was accompanied by the 2018 Volkswagen Golf GTI TCR, which makes its UK
debut at the show. Another car to make its debut at the show was the 2018 Ford
Fiesta ST. The McLaren 570S GT4 and the much-hyped Porsche 991.2 GT3, with its
493bhp Cup-derived 4.0-litre engine also took pride of place on the Motor 1 UK
feature.

In the world of on-track race performance, XITE revealed their 2018 XITE World
Rallycross car, which will be driven by British rising star, Oliver Bennett this year.

A noticeable draw for the crowds was the Social Influencer Hangout, lead by popular
supercar vlogger Shmee150, with his Mercedes AMG GT R. Shmee150 entertained
crowds throughout the weekend in the Live Action Arena, with an enviable lineup of

Briggs Automotive Company (BAC) also returned to the Performance Car Show for the
2018 BAC Mono’s first ever public showing, featuring a whole host of new standard
technology – including a lightweight, lithium-ion battery.
The Performance Car Show ran alongside Autosport International, which is part of
Motorsport Network.

BABE
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XANNELLE C
Beauty and charming at the same time,
Xannelle is quite the witty lady too! Shuffling
between strutting her stuff and studying hard,
she backs her good looks with a wealth of
knowledge that makes her such a joy to strike
up a chat with.

Scan here for more
Xannelle C content!
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